Reaction kinetics, gel character and strength of ambient temperature cured alkali activated slag–fly ash blends
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HIGHLIGHTS

- Slag/fly ash ratio and activator modulus show synergetic effects on reaction.
- Activator modulus has a more significant influence on early age reaction.
- Gel structures remain stable regardless of activator modulus and slag/fly ash ratio.
- Slag content shows a dominating effect on compressive strength.

ABSTRACT

Room temperature cured alkali activated slag/fly ash blends have shown their advantages in field applications. Given that alkali activated materials are extraordinarily sensitive to the composition of the starting materials, identifying their influences is essential for their application. This paper focuses on the effects of two compositional factors: activator modulus (SiO2/Na2O from 1.0 to 1.8) and slag/fly ash mass ratios (between 90/10 and 50/50) on reaction kinetics, gel characters and compressive strength. The results show that when lowering the activator modulus, the early age reaction is significantly accelerated with a higher reaction intensity, and increasing the slag content also leads to an increased reaction rate, especially at low activator modulus. Regardless of the two influential factors, the main reaction products are chain structured C-A-S-H gels with similar water contents and thermal properties, and no typical N-A-S-H type gels are formed in the system. Slight differences in terminal Si–O bonds and crystallization temperature are caused by the activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratios, respectively. The compressive strength results show that the optimum activator modulus changes with the slag/fly ash mass ratio, and higher slag/fly ash mass ratios prefer higher activator moduli in general, while either too high or too low activator modulus has detrimental effect on strength. Understanding the reaction, gel structure and strength changes are fundamental for determining key manufacturing parameters and tailoring the properties.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Alkali activated material has attracted great attention in recent years due to its excellent performances such as mechanical properties [1–3], durability [4–7], thermal stability [8,9] and low environmental impacts [10]. It is usually produced by mixing alkaline activator solutions with solid raw materials. Alkali activated systems can be classified into two types: calcium and silica enriched (Ca + Si) system and aluminosilicates dominated (Si + Al) system [11]. The represented precursor of calcium enriched system is ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), and the reaction product is a C-S-H (I) type gel with a lower Ca/Si ratio and a high Al incorporation [12]. While the typical starting materials of Si + Al system are class F fly ash or metakaolin, having N-A-S-H type gels with three-dimensional network as the major final product [13].

Recently, there is a growing interest of mixing two different alkali activation systems together to form a blended Na2O–CaO–Al2O3–SiO2 system as several improved properties can result, including modified setting times [14], improved workability [15], reduced shrinkage [16], enhanced mechanical properties and durability [17]. Later studies were focused on understanding the gel compatibility and phase composition in the blended system: generally, both coexistence and interactions take place between C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H type gels [11,18]. Two typical gels can form...
simultaneously within one system [19]; the presence of calcium leads to the formation of C-A-S-H type gels and destroys the N-A-S-H gel structure to some degree by partially replacing sodium with calcium to form (N,C)-A-S-H gels [20–22], while the increased availability of alumina strongly influences the C-S-H composition and structure [23]. In addition, a higher degree of cross-linking within the reaction products is achieved [24]. Those investigations in the microstructural understanding provide solid theoretical support for further researches on blended alkali activated system.

It has been known that in alkali activated Ca + Si or Si + Al system, the silicate from activator participates in the formation of hydrated C-A-S-H or N-A-S-H gels together with solid silicate sources, and there exists an optimal silicate content in terms of mechanical properties, either insufficient or excessive silicate supply may restrict the formation of an ideal gel structure and lead to a matrix with relatively low strength [25]. Also, the relations between the silicate content and mechanical properties were well established in the individual system [2,25,26]. However, in the case of alkali activated blended systems such as slag/fly ash, the raw material composition plays a more complex role: the silicate from the activator may involve in the formation of all type of typical hydrated gels such as C-A-S-H, N-A-S-H and (N,C)-A-S-H; the silicate from different raw materials may exhibit different de-polymerization rates and availability under different conditions such as curing temperature and alkaline concentration. Thus despite a consensus about the binding mechanisms has been reached in the previous studies, different conclusions were drawn in determining the optimal parameters in strength: some studies showed a decrease in compressive strength with the increase of fly ash content, such as Weiguo et al. [27]; Kumar et al. [28] and Garcia et al. [18]. While other studies indicated that there is an optimum ratio between slag and fly ash, for instance Chi and Huang reported the critical fly ash content is 50% [29], a 20% fly ash content by Yang et al. and a 65% fly ash content by Zhang et al. [30–31]. Differences in critical raw materials’ relative content and activator parameters were also reported [15,32–35]. Different used activators and curing conditions make it difficult to make valid comparison between those studies. Therefore, in order to tailor the properties of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends for desired applications, it is necessary to carry out a systematic study considering the effects of raw materials, activators and curing conditions simultaneously.

On the other hand, alkali activated materials manufactured under ambient temperature exhibit several superiorities in field application, but there exists limited studies about the combined influence of activator and raw materials on the comprehensive properties of room temperature cured slag/fly ash mixtures. In this paper, a preliminary study for tailoring the properties of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends was carried out, and the influences of activator modulus and slag/fly ash ratios on reaction, gel characters and strength were addressed. Slag dominated mixes (at least 50% by mass) were chosen due to the superior mechanical properties under room temperature, different slag/fly ash ratios were used to give different starting CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 compositions; different activator moduli were used to provide various levels of extra silica, and the constant total Na2O content was applied to exclude its influence on total extra silicate content. The reaction kinetics and gel characters were investigated by isothermal calorimetry, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermogravimetry/differential scanning calorimetry (TG/DSC) analysis.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Materials

The solid materials used in this study were ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS, supplied by ENCI B.V., the Netherlands) and Class F fly ash according to ASTM C 618 (supplied by Vliegeneunie B.V., the Netherlands) [36]. The median particle size (d50) is 27.16 μm for slag and 22.06 μm for fly ash. The chemical compositions of slag and fly ash were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence, and the result is shown in Table 1. The alkali activator used was a mixture of sodium hydroxide pellets (analytical level) and sodium silicate solution that is composed of 27.69% SiO2, 8.39% Na2O and 63.9% H2O by mass. The desired activator moduli (Ms, SiO2/Na2O molar ratio) were achieved by adding different amounts of sodium hydroxide pellets into sodium silicate solution, the solution after mixing was cooled down to ambient temperature prior to use. Distilled water was added in order to reach the desired water/binder ratio.

2.2. Sample preparation

In the mix design stage, the equivalent sodium oxide (Na2O) content was kept at 5.6% by mass of the binder in all samples, five levels of activator moduli (Ms from 1.8 to 1.0) were used (assigned as A to E) to provide different extra silicate contents from activator to the solid material. The fly ash/slag ratios of 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, 60/40 and 50/50 by mass were used (represented as 1 to 5). The water/binder ratio was kept constant as 0.35; the water consisted of the water added from distilled water and the water contained in the original sodium silicate solution. The chosen Na2O content and water/binder ratio were preliminarily determined that would provide sufficient alkalinity without efflorescence and satisfying flow ability, respectively. The detailed information of mix proportions is listed in Table 2. Paste samples were prepared using a laboratory mixer, the solid raw materials were added into the mixer followed by activating solution, then the mixtures were mixed at a slow speed for 30 s, and stopped for 30 s before another 120 s at a medium speed. The fresh paste was poured into plastic molds of 40 × 40 × 40 mm3 and vibrated for 1 min, then covered with a plastic film on the top surface for 24 h; finally all specimens were demolded and cured at 20 °C and relative humidity of 95% until the testing age.

2.3. Testing methods

The compressive strength tests were carried out according to BS EN 196-1 [37]. 40 × 40 × 40 mm3 cubes were prepared and tested at the ages of 7 and 28 days respectively, and the strength value for each mix was obtained from the average of six specimens. The isothermal calorimetry analysis was conducted under a constant temperature of 20 °C for 72 h. Solid raw materials were firstly mixed with the activating solution for about 1 min, then the mixed paste was transferred into the ampoule and loaded into the calorimeter. Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurement was performed in a Varian 3100 instrument with the wave-numbers ranging from 4000 to 600 cm−1 at a resolution of 1 cm−1, and each sample was scanned for 50 times. Thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry (TG/DSC) analysis was conducted in a STA 449-F1 instrument, grinded powder samples were firstly heated to 105 °C and held for 2 h, then up to 1000 °C, both at 5 °C/min with nitrogen as the carrier gas. Both FTIR and TG/DSC analysis to the samples were carried out at the age of 28 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slag/fly ash</th>
<th>Na (%)</th>
<th>Activator modulus</th>
<th>W/B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 90/10</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 80/20</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 70/30</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 60/40</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 50/50</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Reaction kinetics

The isothermal calorimetric analysis was conducted on the samples with the activator moduli of 1.8, 1.4, 1.0 (assigned as A, C, E) and slag/fly ash mass ratios of 90/10, 70/30, 50/50 (represented by 1, 3 and 5). Fig. 1 illustrates the heat evolution curves within the first 72 h. The entire reaction processes can be divided into four stages, namely initial dissolution, induction, acceleration/deceleration and stable period. Two calorimetric peaks are shown in all samples: an initial peak with significant high heat flow during the first few minutes and an acceleration peak with relatively low intensity at around 6 to 24 h. The occurrence of two typical peaks is in agreement with the heat evolution curves of silicate activated slag or its blends observed in previous studies [38–40]. The first peak of heat flow corresponds to the initial wetting, dissolution of raw materials (primarily the breakdown of Me-O and T-O bonds of slag) within the first few minutes after mixing [41], also partly due to the formation of the initial reaction products from the dissolved units such as Si, Ca and Na in the solution [42]. The presence of the early peak is generally regarded as a physical rather than a chemical progress. The acceleration peak (i.e., the second peak) observed at over 6 h is assigned to the massive formation of reaction products [43].

![Fig. 1](image-url). Heat evolution of AA-slag/fly ash blends [with activator moduli of 1.8 (a), 1.4 (b) and 1.0 (c)].
ash content increases. For instance, when increasing the fly ash content from 10% to 50%, the acceleration peak is delayed for 9 h and the peak height decreases by nearly 47%. Such significant changes are mainly due to the reduced total slag content that resulted in a smaller overall heat evolution, also partly because of the relatively low reactivity and a more moderate reaction process of fly ash under ambient temperature.

Fig. 1(b and c) exhibit the heat evolutions of slag/fly ash blends activated with the activator moduli of 1.4 and 1.0, respectively. It can be seen that as the activator modulus decreases, no significant change takes place in the time of dissolution peak, which proves again that the dissolution stage is more likely a physical process. However, the intensity of the initial peak is considerably increased for all slag/fly ash ratios, indicating a more intensive dissolution and reaction process at the beginning stage. Higher peak flows are also observed in the acceleration stage for all slag/fly ash mixtures, which may indicate a higher reaction degree due to the larger covered area under the peak. The increased reaction caused by the reduction of activator modulus is also found in previous investigations [40,46–47]. It was suggested that a decrease in activator modulus leads to a higher alkali concentration, thus enhancing the dissolution rate and reaction degree of slag [12], a higher alkalinity also increases the solubility of silica and alumina in solution that could benefit the formation of reaction products [48,49]. In addition, a $^{29}$Si NMR investigation from a previous study also suggested that a decreased activator modulus resulted in a higher amount of silicate units with low polymerization degree [50]. For a constant slag/fly ash mass ratio, the duration of the induction time significantly decreases when lowering the activator modulus, as can be seen from those figures that the curves representing induction period become narrower and sharper. Furthermore, the commence time of the acceleration peak is decreased, such as from 13 to 6 h in slag/fly ash mass ratio of 90/10 mixes and from 22 to 10 h in slag/fly ash mass ratio of 50/50 mixes. Those reduced induction times and advanced second peak times also demonstrate an acceleration in reaction that is caused by the decreased activator modulus. It should be noted that the reaction process of samples with a high fly ash content was accelerated even more significantly, which indicates that the dissolution of Si–O and Al–O bonds in fly ash also increases to some extent in high alkalinities and contributes to the reaction processes [51].

Fig. 2 shows the cumulative heat evolution of all mixes. The sharp increase at the beginning corresponds to the initial wetting and dissolution of slag in alkali solutions; the relatively moderate increase after the initial stage is associated with the induction period; the acceleration/deceleration period is represented by the dra-
matic increase between 6 to 24 h. It can be seen that for a constant activator modulus, samples with a higher slag content exhibit higher total heat release, indicating that slag presents a higher reactivity than fly ash under ambient temperature; while for a constant slag/fly ash mass ratio, higher cumulative heat evolution appears in samples with lower activator modulus, this is owing to the better reactivity of both slag and fly ash in high alkalinity conditions. The activator modulus has a more significant influence on the duration of induction time than slag/fly ash mass ratio, but both activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratio show a significant influence on the total heat release of acceleration/deceleration period. Additionally, it should be noted that the heat release after 24 h consists of about 20% to 35% of the total heat release within the first 72 h, this value increases with the increase in fly ash content and activator modulus, which demonstrates that the reaction process at longer ages still plays an important role in total reaction degree, especially for the samples with relatively low reactivity at early stages.

3.2. Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The influence of activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratio on gel character was investigated by FTIR. Fig. 3 shows the infrared spectra of the unreacted slag and fly ash. The main vibration band for slag is at around 900 cm\(^{-1}\) and about 1020 cm\(^{-1}\) for fly ash, which is associated with the asymmetric stretching vibration of \(\text{Si—O—T}\) bonds (where \(\text{T}\) represents tetrahedral Si or Al units) [52]. The difference in the main band wavenumber is attributed to the different glassy phase structure of raw materials. The unreacted slag also shows an absorption band at around 670 cm\(^{-1}\), which is associated with the asymmetric stretching vibration of tetrahedra \(\text{T—O}\) groups [53]. A small band at around 1450 cm\(^{-1}\) is also observed in slag, this band is corresponding to the asymmetric stretching vibration of \(\text{O—C—O}\) bonds [54], which may indicate that a slight degree of carbonation has already taken place in the raw material. For the fly ash, absorption bands located at around 1080, and 600 to 800 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate the presence of small amount of quartz [55].

Fig. 4 shows the infrared spectra of samples with the activator moduli of 1.8, 1.4, 1.0 (represented by A, C, E) and slag/fly ash mass ratios of 90/10, 70/30, 50/50 (represented as 1, 3, 5 respectively) after alkali activation. It can be seen that, regardless of the activator modulus and raw materials’ relative content, all specimens exhibit similar location of absorption bands in general. Specifically, all samples showed OH groups at 1640 cm\(^{-1}\) and around 3200 cm\(^{-1}\) (since this is the only significant absorption bands after 2000 cm\(^{-1}\), wavenumbers from 2000 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) are not shown in this figure), which indicates the presence of chemically bound water within the hydration products [56]. The absorption bands at around 1420 cm\(^{-1}\) in all mixes correspond to the stretching vibrations of \(\text{O—C—O}\) in carbonates [42], and this band is more significant than that in the raw material, which reveals that the occurrence of carbonation during the reaction or curing process. It should be noted that for a constant activator modulus, there is no significant change in the intensity and shape of carbonate absorption bands when changing the slag/fly ash mass ratio, but when shifting the activator modulus with a constant slag/fly ash mass ratio, slight changes take place. For instance, when comparing the samples with activator modulus of 1.8 (mix A) and 1.4 (mix C) respectively, the change in the absorption band is negligible. However, the absorption area becomes smoother and broader when the activator modulus decreases to 1.0 (mix E). It may reveal that the carbonation potential in alkali activated slag/fly ash blends has a more direct relation with activator modulus than the composition of solid raw materials. Considering that the FTIR spectra provides limited information about the quantitative analysis, more
studies are needed to be carried out in order to identify the carbonation behavior of slag/fly ash blends in detail.

The main absorption band at 940 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the asymmetric stretching vibration of Si–O terminal bonds [57], also represented as non-bridging structures such as Si–O–Na [58]. This is the representative vibration bands of alkali activated slag that indicate the formation of C-A-S-H type gels with short chain structures. This Si–O bond was originally located at around 900 cm\(^{-1}\) in the unreacted slag; an increase in wavenumber indicates a higher polymerized Si–O network. The vibration of main Si–O–T bonds in this study shows a lower wavenumber than previous researches [24,42,52,56], this is probably due to the nature of the slag used in this study. It can be seen that when changing the slag/fly ash mass ratio or activator modulus, the main Si–O–T vibration bonds remain stable at 940 cm\(^{-1}\) in all mixes. It is generally concluded that the shifting of the absorption wavenumbers represents the changes of polymerization degree of a certain group, thus the unchanged main absorption band indicates that both fly ash incorporation and the amount of extra silicate from activator have limited influence on the polymerization degree of hydrated gels in slag dominated alkali activated slag/fly ash blends. This is consistent with the previous study that a low fly ash inclusion has limited effect on the gel networks of slag/fly ash mixtures [24]. Under ambient temperature and high slag content conditions, due to the low reactivity of fly ash and high dissolution rate of slag, the massive presence of Ca\(^{2+}\) in the solution prefers the formation of C-A-S-H type gels. The polymerization degree of C-A-S-H gel seems to be limited by its chain structure, thus there are no significant shifts in the absorption wavenumbers when changing the slag/fly ash mass ratio and activator modulus.

It can be noted that the absorption bands around 1000 to 1100 cm\(^{-1}\), which are usually identified from alkali activated fly ash, are not observed in all mixtures. The absorption bands around this wavenumber are assigned to the asymmetric stretching vibration of Si–O–T bridge bonds [59], which usually represent the high crosslinking networks such as silicate and alumina dominated geopolymers structures. The absence of this absorption band indicates that the typical structure of N-A-S-H gels is not formed within the reaction products. One possible explanation is that the formation of N-A-S-H type gels requires the presence of soluble silica and alumina monomers in the solution, when those monomers reach a high concentration, the formation of oligomers and the following polymerization take place. Also, the alkali cations participate in the reaction process as a charge balancer of tetrahedra T–O units. However, due to the vulnerable calcium enriched glassy structure of slag, large amounts of calcium are present in the solution at early ages, the silica and alumina units in the solution prefer to react with calcium to form precipitable C-A-S-H gels rather than continuously accumulating. The formation of C-A-S-H type gels reduces the concentration of Si, Al groups and consumes the alkali cations that are necessary for geopolymerization. Because of the calcium content is dominating in the mixes and the fly ash exhibits a low reactivity under ambient temperature, there may have no extra Si and Al existing after the calcium is fully consumed, or the remaining concentrations of Si, Al and alkalis are not sufficient enough to promote the formation of high polymerized structure.

**Fig. 5.** TG analysis of AA-slag/fly ash blends [with activator moduli of 1.8 (a), 1.4 (b) and 1.0 (c)].
The absorption band at around 870 cm\(^{-1}\) that is associated with vibrations of Si–O terminal structures is observed in samples with activator modulus of 1.8 and 1.4 (mix A and C), and it is independent of slag/fly ash mass ratios, showing again that the reaction products are a short range C-A-S-H enriched type gels [60]. When decreasing the activator modulus to 1.0 (mix E), this absorption band disappears and a new band at around 880 cm\(^{-1}\) that represents the Si–OH bending vibration appears [61,62], this is probably due to the reduced extra silica from activator and increased alkenility caused by the decreased activator modulus. Thus lowering the activator modulus to a certain level will lead to the structural changes to some degree.

3.3. Thermogravimetry/differential scanning calorimetry (TG/DSC)

The thermogravimetry results of all specimens are presented in Fig. 5. It can be seen that all samples exhibit a significant mass loss before around 110 °C, this is mainly due to the loss of physically bound water within the matrix [63]. The evaporable water content is around 15.5% in samples with an activator modulus of 1.8 (mix A), a slightly higher content of approximately 16.2% is observed in mixes with lower activator moduli (1.4 of mix C and 1.0 of mix E). The physically bound water content in the reaction products seems to be independent of the slag/fly ash mass ratio; also the activator modulus shows a very limited influence. After a negligible mass loss between 105 and 180 °C all samples show a gradual decrease in mass until heated to around 600 °C, followed by a stable curve with remarkably low mass loss between 600 and 1000 °C. The mass loss after 180 °C is attributed to the gradual decomposition of reaction products (mainly C-A-S-H type gels). For a constant activator modulus, samples with a higher slag content show a higher total mass loss up to 1000 °C; while for a constant slag/fly ash mass ratio, samples with a lower activator modulus present a higher total mass loss. The mass losses after 105 °C in mixes with an activator modulus of 1.8 are from 6.05% to 5.02% when changing the slag content from 90% to 50%, this value is 6.27% to 5.5% in mix C and 7.2% to 6.39% in mix E, indicating that there is a very slight but distinguishable difference in thermal properties when changing the activator modulus or slag/fly ash mass ratio. It should be noted that there are no other abrupt mass losses observed between 105 and 1000 °C, which reveals that the reaction products of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends are mainly amorphous gels with the physically and chemically bound water.

Fig. 6 shows the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results of all samples. The first sharp heat absorption peak at 110 °C is associated with the evaporation of physically bound water, as substantial mass loss observed at the same temperature range in the TG analysis. A smooth and broad peak with significantly low intensity appears at around 180 °C in all samples, the location of this peak corresponds to the beginning of the gradual mass loss after 105 °C in TG results, indicating the initial decomposition of the main hydrated products. Previous research on the high temperature behavior of alkali activated slag also showed that the structural deterioration of C-A-S-H type gels begins at around 200 °C [52]. Over 180 °C, the gradual decomposition processes of hydrated gels containing the loss of chemical bond water and the following gel structure changes take place. It should be noted that the temperature of initial gel deterioration remain constant regardless of

![Fig. 6. DSC analysis of AA-slag/fly ash blends [with activator moduli of 1.8 (a), 1.4 (b) and 1.0 (c)].](image-url)
the changes in activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratio, also similar TG/DSC curves before 800 °C are shown in all mixtures, revealing that the reaction products of slag dominated alkali activated slag/fly ash blends present similar thermal characteristics in general within this temperature range, even though the raw material composition is significantly changed.

All samples show an exothermic peak in the DSC curves at around 800 °C, while no remarkable changes appear in mass loss at the same temperature. The heat release at about 740 to 810 °C is due to the formation of new crystalline phases. The study of Rovnanik et al. showed that the C-A-S-H type gels completely lose the binding water when heated up to 800 °C, and the destroyed gel structure starts to form more ordered crystalline phases [52]. It can be seen that both slag/fly ash mass ratio and activator modulus are related to the location of this calorimeter peak: regardless of the activator modulus, samples with a higher slag content exhibit a lower temperature of crystallization; while under the same slag/fly ash mass ratio, a lower activator modulus presents a lower crystallization temperature. The raw material composition seems to have a more significant effect on this structural transformation.

3.4. Compressive strength

The compressive strength of samples with different starting material compositions and activator parameters after 7 days’ curing is shown in Fig. 7. The collected data were having a standard deviation within 5%. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that all samples exhibit satisfying compressive strength (between 56.24 MPa and 82.18 MPa) after 7 days’ curing under ambient temperature. The compressive strength decreases when increasing the fly ash content in general. For a constant activator modulus, higher compressive strengths are observed in samples with higher slag contents in all cases, but the strength difference caused by slag content becomes less significant with the decrease of the activator modulus. The activator modulus has different effects on specimens with different fly ash substitution levels: for samples with a slag/fly ash mass ratio and activator modulus are related to the location of this calorimeter peak: regardless of the activator modulus, samples with a higher slag content exhibit a lower temperature of crystallization; while under the same slag/fly ash mass ratio, a lower activator modulus presents a lower crystallization temperature. The raw material composition seems to have a more significant effect on this structural transformation.

![Fig. 7. Compressive strength of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends at 7 days.](image1)

![Fig. 8. Compressive strength of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends at 28 days.](image2)
slag [19,38]. As the fly ash content increases to a certain level, a relatively low activator modulus benefits the reaction process of Si and Al dominated structures of fly ash and leads to an increase in strength [68]. Another possible explanation is that since the total Na$_2$O content is kept constant for all samples, a higher activator modulus provides a higher amount of extra silicate, mixes with different slag/fly ash mass ratios may exhibit different extra silicate demand to form an ideal gel structure, and the slag seems to exhibit a higher demand than fly ash under ambient temperature. The shifts in the optimum compressive strength indicate that the activator modulus and slag/fly ash ratio possess a synergistic influence on strength, thus in order to achieve a desired strength, it is suggested to determine these two parameters simultaneously.

### 3.5. The synergistic effects of activator and solid precursors

The starting materials of silicate activated slag/fly ash blends consist of liquid activator (sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide), solid precursors (slag and fly ash) and water. When the total Na$_2$O content, water/binder ratio and curing temperature are kept constant, the activator modulus and raw materials’ relative content turn to be the only two dominating factors that influence the properties. These two compositional factors exhibit synergistic influences on a series of characters including the reaction kinetics, gel characters and compressive strength under ambient temperature. Table 3 summarizes the influences of raw material, activator changes on early age reaction and gel structures. As concluded in Section 3.1, the early age reaction processes can be significantly accelerated by reducing the activator modulus and increasing the slag/fly ash mass ratio. It can be seen from Table 3 that within the compositional ranges in this paper, the activator modulus exhibits a higher average increasing rate, indicating that the activator modulus shows a more significant influence on the early age reaction. This is because increasing the slag/fly ash mass ratios accelerates the reaction by increasing the total amount of high reactive phase, while lowering the activator modulus will show a more direct influence by remarkably increasing the alkali content and providing extra silicate supply in a liquid form. Even though great changes take place in the early reaction stage, the main features of hydrated gel remain unchanged such as main Si—O—T structures, physically bound water content and thermal behaviors. It manifests that the main reaction products of alkali activated slag/fly ash blends in room temperature perform relatively stable properties regardless of the raw material composition and early reaction processes. But slight changes in terminal Si—O bonds and total mass loss show that the two investigated factors could cause the structural changes to some extent, and the gel characters may change in a more significant way if larger compositional ranges are used.

![Fig. 9. The effect of Ca/Si molar ratio on the compressive strength.](image)

Table 3 summarizes the influences of activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratio on the reaction and gel structure characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Activator modulus: from 1.8 to 1.4 and 1.0</th>
<th>Slag/fly ash ratio: from 5/5 to 7/3 and 9/1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isothermal calorimeter</td>
<td>Acceleration peak intensity</td>
<td>Increased 64.6%, 158.6%</td>
<td>Increased 47.0%, 88.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceleration peak location</td>
<td>Decreased 31.4%, 53.9%</td>
<td>Decreased 23.4%, 39.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total heat evolution</td>
<td>Increased 21.0%, 32.9%</td>
<td>Increased 14.5%, 21.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Main absorption bands</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminal Si—O bands</td>
<td>Shift to 880 cm$^{-1}$ in Ms of 1.0</td>
<td>Unchanged at 870 cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG/DSC</td>
<td>Physically bond water content</td>
<td>Negligible change</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gel decomposition temperature</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total mass loss until 1000 °C</td>
<td>Slightly increased</td>
<td>Slightly increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crystallization temperature</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the chemical composition of the starting materials, including solid precursors and liquid activator, are computed into the molar content. There are five obviously divided groups in both curing ages, this is due to the differences in slag/fly ash mass ratio, while the five points scattered in each group is caused by the changes in activator modulus. This figure shows clearly that although slag/fly ash mass ratio has a dominating influence on the total Ca/Si ratio, the activator modulus still has a non-ignorable effect. Actually the extra silicate that is provided by the activator contains 6 to 9% by mass of the total binder (from activator modulus 1.0 to 1.8). It can also be found that the calcium content is positively related to the compressive strength in general, which is also confirmed by [19,69]. Considering that all samples have a calcium dominated gel structure, possible explanations for the calcium related strength results are: higher calcium content represents higher amount of reactive phases and more reaction products in the matrix; and/or C-A-S-H type gels exhibit an intrinsic higher strength than other type of gels. It should be noted that the strength variation caused by the activator modulus is comparable to the effects of slag/fly ash mass ratio to some extent, and samples with a lower calcium content could still show a higher strength by adjusting the activator modulus. It reveals that silicate content is as important as calcium content in terms of compressive strength. Thus determining these two factors simultaneously in the mix design stage is of great importance.

### 4. Conclusions

This paper investigates the synergetic effects of activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratios on reaction kinetics, hydrated gel
structures and compressive strength of room temperature cured alkali activated slag–fly ash blends. The activator modulus ranges from 1.0 to 1.8 and slag/fly ash mass ratios are between 90/10 to 50/50. The following conclusions can be drawn:

- All samples show the same typical reaction stages including initial dissolution, induction, acceleration, deceleration and stable period. The initial dissolution time is independent of slag/fly ash mass ratio and activator modulus, but the dissolution and reaction intensity, induction time, are strongly influenced by these two factors. Both increasing the slag/fly ash ratio and lowering the activator modulus would significantly increase the reaction intensity and shorten the main reaction processes, and activator modulus has a more significant influence than slag/fly ash ratio.

- The major reaction products in all mixes are C-A-S-H type gels with chain structure, the formation of this gel is attributed to the massive amount of available calcium in the solution. Highly polymerized N-A-S-H structures are not observed within the mentioned compositional range. Changing the activator modulus and slag/fly ash content within the mentioned range shows very limited influence on the main gel structure. But when lowering the activator modulus to 1.0, FTIR shows the absence of Si–O terminal bonds at 870 cm⁻¹ and the appearance of Si–OH bonds at 880 cm⁻¹.

- All samples show similar thermal properties such as the physically bound water content and gel decomposition temperature, and these characters are independent of activator modulus and slag/fly ash mass ratio. But lowering the activator modulus and increasing the slag/fly ash ratio will slightly increase the total mass loss and decrease the phase changing temperature.

- The compressive strength results show that when increasing the slag/fly ash mass ratios, the optimum activator modulus shifts to higher values in general, this tendency is more significant in early ages. But either too high or too low modulus (1.0 or 1.0 in this case) will lead to relatively low strength. The changes in the optimum parameters in strength indicate that both slag/fly ash ratio and activator modulus are dominating factors, and in order to achieve a desired strength, these two parameters should be considered simultaneously.
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